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Have you ever given it a thought, why is it that scores of organizations are spending a hefty sum of
money on Cloud computing? That fact that the number of organizations choosing this option has
only soared over the years goes to prove that it is has many advantages associated with it. As a
matter of fact, according to a recently concluded survey it was found these advantages have played
a vital role in increasing its popularity.

If report of CRN or Consumers Research Network is any indication, entities opting for Cloud
computing are making a very wise move. The CRN reports say, according to their estimation by the
end of year 2014, an amount of staggering $100 billion would be spend on this type of solution..

This solution is totally different from Enterprise Mobility. In case of former type, data security,
storage services, data access, software and different sorts of computations are some of the features
which are of an amazing nature. When it comes to customization option, it offers high degrees of
customizations. Moreover, being dynamically scalable technology, it has goes a long way in cutting
costs.

Talking about Enterprise Mobility, there are some gadgets and devices that have made the
phenomenon widely popular. There are many enterprises that choose to conduct their day to day
affair with wonders of this new-age. Internet connectivity has brought about a robust change in the
manner in which business is conducted now. Today, anytime-anywhere connectivity has become a
reality among many businesses. Mobile devices such as Blackberries, PDAs and smart phones
have made it possible to make this phenomenon a wide success. There are instances where
business executives were found to make use of their personal nature of mobile devices to carry on
the business related issues.
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James Blee - About Author:
For more information on a Cloud computing, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a Enterprise Mobility!
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